the emission process of these complex clusters has been discussed within the framework of two extreme and opposite concepts. On one hand, the idea of compound nuclei and their sequential binary decay has been rather successfully applied to the intermediate energy regime. In contrast to this conventional decay mechanism, true multifragmentation, i.e. , a fast, simultaneous breakup into many fragments, has been predicted to be the major decay mode of highly excited nuclear systems. ' Presently, much efFort -both experimentally ' and theoretically -is devoted to the search of observable difFerences between these two antipodean pictures in order to establish multifragmentation as a novel decay process. In view of the complexity of either disintegration process the inherent simplicity of statistical concepts is often used as a guidance.
Recently, Trockel and collaborators studied the IMF production in reactions of ' C, ' O, Ne, and Ar on ""'Ag and ' Au at bombarding energies 30 MeV~E/A~84 MeV. ' In particular, they measured the mean IMF multiplicity, (M&MF ) (for events selected by the observation of one IMF of Z~6, for details see Ref. 9) , as a function of the average excitation energy remaining in the composite system at the end of the preequilibrium phase of light particle emission; these measured excitation energies will be denoted as (E ) 
